Text detection and recognition from images have numerous applications for document analysis and information retrieval tasks. An accurate and robust method for detecting texts in natural scene images is proposed in this paper. Text-region candidates are detected using maximally stable extremal regions (MSER) and a machine learning based method is then applied to refine and validate the initial detection. The effectiveness of features based on aspect ratio, GLSM, LBP, HOG descriptors are investigated. Text-region classifiers of MLP, SVM and RF are trained using selections of these features and their combination.
INTRODUCTION
Text detection and recognition from images could have numerous functional applications for document analysis such as assistance for visually impaired people, recognition of vehicle license plates, evaluation of articles comprising tables, street signs, maps, diagrams, keyword based image exploration, document retrieving, recognition of parts within industrial automation, content based extraction, object recognition, address block location as well as text based video indexing.( Ye, Q. & Doermann, D., 2015, Zhang, H. et al., 2013; Seeri, et al., 2015) . Furthermore, Scene text detection techniques may be utilized in detecting text-based landmarks, vehicle license detection/identification, and object recognition as opposed overall extraction and indexing. It is a challenge to detect, locate and retrieve scene text as there could be unlimited possible poses, sizes, colours and shapes, resolution, intricate backgrounds, uneven lighting, or blurring resulting from differing lighting, intricate movement and conversion, unfamiliar format, shadowing as well as differences in font size, style, alignment and direction. Further, texts may be in various scripts (Seeri, 2015) .
Text detection distinguishes the text areas as extremal areas of an image and during the text recognition phase extracts the text information from such extremal areas. Text localization is refers to determining the text location in image and draw bounding boxes around the text. Although bounding boxes specify the accurate location of text in an image, segmented text from the background are still needed. This process includes transforming the image to a binary image and enhancing it before it is fed into an OCR engine. Text extraction is the stage of segmented text region from background. Usually the segmented area has different type of noise and low resolution. For this reason, it requires a number of enhancement operations. Furthermore, extracting the substance from images is considerably difficult, due to image quality and background noise. Thereafter, OCR is used to transform extracted text images to plain text Zhu 2015 figure 1) here to overcome the problem of detecting non-text regions, deals with the classification algorithms of text/ non-text regions that are extracted by MSER from the grayscale to obtain text-region candidates. A feature descriptor is calculated using (GLCM, LBP, HOG) and Aspect ratio. The proposed scheme uses a small set of heterogeneous features which are spatially combined to build a large set of features. The selection and combination of features are the main contributions. Where all possible combinations between used features were tested to get the best detection accuracy. By using heterogeneous feature set, the combination of feature complexity in feature selection algorithm supports reducing the overall complexity of classifier. Furthermore, the computational load which is an important consideration in real time applications. Where the results show that using a suitable feature selection and combination approach can significantly increase the accuracy of the algorithms. Where the combination of HOG+lbp+GLSM+AR give the higher accuracy followed by the combination and selection of LBP+GLCM+AR, LBP+ GLCM+AR. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the complete description of text detection and localization proposed method. Section 3 describes all details of the text region detection. Experimental result and evaluation are presented in Section 4, followed by Text localization in section 5 and the conclusions in Section 6. 2 EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Overview of the Proposed Method
MSER regions are used to predict text parts instead of having to create feature descriptors for every pixel which can be computationally expensive. MSER is used to obtain textregion candidates from the grayscale image. MSER detection delivers a list of possible text regions, and then a machine learning based classifier is employed to refine the detected regions. For each MSER region, image features are calculated using GLCM, LBP, HOG and aspect ratio descriptors. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the algorithm. At the training phase, phase, a training set of text and non-text regions was collected from the ICDAR 2003 data set. and the resulting classification model is saved for the testing phase. At testing phase all MSER regions were extracted from each image in the testing set. Candidate regions were classified by using the classifiers built in the training phase based on the descriptors. All MSER regions that are reclassified as text will be mapped back onto the image. Pixels inside these boxes will be marked as text regions.
Text Localization in Natural Images Through Effective Re-Identification of the MSER IML '17, October 17-18, 2017, Liverpool, UK One such challenge is the detection of many false positives (non-text regions) that do not contain characters. Therefore, it is important to apply additional checks to eliminate non-text regions. Grayscale image is the input to the MSER algorithm and a sequence of images (It)255 are the output of the algorithm where t=0. The output is generated by successively binarized input image with t starting from 0 to 255. I0 which is the first image in the series is completely black then white regions appear and grow in the next images in the series. The latest image, I255, is completely white. The white regions in the series are called extremal regions, which calculate by how many successive images in the series this area stays the same. While Maximally Stable Extremal Regions are, the regions can be selected by choosing a threshold value R, which are the regions completely the same in at least R successive images of the series. Figure 4 shows the result of detected MSER regions.
Candidate region detection using MSER

MSER is employed within computer vision as a technique
It shows clearly that MSER algorithm detects a large number of false positives -nontext regions
Candidate region re-identification using learnt descriptors
The following presents the theoretical and conceptual background of methods that have been used to extract features from candidate regions and build descriptors, which are Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), Local Binary Patten
(LBP) , Histogram of Gradient (HOG) and Aspect Ratio (AR)
Gray level co-occurrence matrix ( GLCM)
Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) based features have been widely used in image analysis. Given an image, the GLCM computes how often different combinations of gray levels cooccur in the image or a section of the image. The texture information is captured by computing four traditional features from the GLCM: energy(ASM), contrast(CON), correlation (COR) and homogeneity(HOM) (Haralick et al. 1973 ) ( Soh and Tsatsoulis 1999) . These features have been employed to detect the text regions and eliminate the text-like false positives. Equation (1) shows the probability measure GLCM described by (Clausi 2001) where the grey level quantised number is G, and given a certain orientation ( ), inter-pixel distance ( ) and ( , ) pair , ;
Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) has proven to be highly discriminative for texture segmentation and its advantages on invariance to monotonic gray level changes and computational efficiency make it suitable for image analysis tasks (Huang et al. 2011). Zhang et al. (Zhang 2006) have shown that LBP features can not only capture texture characteristics, but also localize structure characteristics, which is suitable for text detection. The idea of using the LBP features are that texts be composed of strokes which are very similar to the patterns produced by an LBP operator. Therefore, the LBP operator is very effective to be represented by using LBP generated patterns. This fact motivated the use of LBP for text detection and adjust it to the specific problem. LBP is a simple descriptor that generates a binary pattern code by comparing the gray level of a pixel and its local neighborhood. "Then it creates a histogram using the binary pattern codes, The bin in the histogram corresponds to a unique binary code (Kwak, J. T. et al 2015). LBP enable the use of different distance between the center pixel and its local neighborhood although the standard LBP use 8 pixels in a 3 × 3 pixel block. But this basic formula helps to. find best performance by applying different cell size.
Histogram of Gradient (HOG)
The working philosophy behind HOG is local object appearance and shape can often be characterized rather well by the distribution of local intensity gradients or edge directions (Dala et all 2005) .
The image is divided into small regions called cells then HOG features were extracted from this cell. For each cell, a histogram of gradient directions or edge orientations for the pixels within that cell is calculated. The descriptor represents the combination of these histograms and produces different feature sets of different length.
The image convolves into two directions horizontally and vertically with 1D [−1, 0, 1] mask to detect image edge after applying gamma normalisation and colour normalisation. process and the switching fields of the distinct dots, longitudinal minor loops were also measured.
In the second step the image patch is subdivided into cells or rectangular regions, and computations are made within each cell for the gradient for each pixel. For each channel there are separate computations for the gradient in colour images, and the gradient chosen for a pixel is the largest gradient. Therefore, a convolution operation is used to obtain x and y derivatives within an image I:
The gradient magnitude is:
The gradient orientation is shown by:
The cell orientation is determined by a weighted vote computed by each pixel within the cell for the following step, and the L2 norm or gradient magnitude provides a weighting for the vote. Orientation bins accumulate these votes, so dependent on whether a vote is a signed gradient or an unsigned gradient, votes with a 0 to 360 degree range or 0 to 180 degree range are cast into the closest bin. Therefore, the 0 to 180 degree range shows that the gradient is unsigned in this algorithm, and a histogram stores these gradients. Dalal and Triggs suggest that this algorithm enables better performance due to the unsigned gradients in this histogram based on the use of a conjunction with nine channels. Dalal, N., and Triggs, B. (2005).
Aspect Ratio (AR)
Aspect ratio is simply a ratio to describe the proportional relationship between the width and height of any image. 
GLCM descriptor
To classify text and non-text regions GLCM have been calculated in four orientations (0º,45º,90º,135º). This is because GLCM is not direction invariant, texts are locating in different directions in the images. To solve this invariant problem four main directions were defined to detect text. Three texture features for GLCM detection were selected. Then the mean and variance of correlation, entropy and homogeneity were also calculated for the text and non_text regions in dataset. The result show that multilayer perceptron and Random forest give almost the same result table 1. It can be concluded that a small cell size gives more LBP feature information, which can achieve greater classification model accuracy. The three classifiers (SVM, MLP, RF) which were used in experiments give almost the same result when the cell size is smaller.
HOG descriptor
Different cell sizes 50 × 50, 32 × 32, 25 × 25 have been used to find the best for text detection for each cell size, block size set to 2×2 , Block overlap to 1 × 1 ,the number of orientation histogram bins was set to nine, which provided a reasonably low dimensional feature vector that delivered good descriptive power and resulted in better classification accuracy. Because the HoG features are texture-based, the lengths of the HoG descriptors vary depending on the cell size and block size. The cell size 25x25 achieved overall best performance. Table 3 shows the classification accuracy of the three classifiers at the cell size 25 × 25. 
Aspect Ratio descriptor
The performance on text region re-identification from MSER candidates using Aspect Ratio features are compared with SVM, MLP and RF as shown in Table4. Random Forest gives the best accuracy. Table 5 : The accuracy of using combination of features
Combination of selected from multiple types of features
To reduce the feature space and speed up the processing cycle, we used the Correlation-based Feature Selection CFS approach as a feature selector. CFS algorithm helps to rank feature subsets according to the correlation based on the heuristic "merit" as reported by Boukharouba et al (Boukharouba 2014). This reduced the original feature attributes obtained from the descriptors of text candidate regions to the minimal.
CFS is a filtering algorithm that evaluates subsets of features based on the predicting power of the individual features of a class label. CFS is defined by Boukharouba et al (Boukharouba 2014) as:
Here, Sk is the number of features selected in the current subset, is the average value of all feature-classification correlations, and rff is the average value of all feature-feature correlations. It begins with an empty set of features adds one feature at a time that holds best discriminative value. Table 6 shows the classification accuracy of the above 6 feature combinations give good results but the combinations of HOG , GLCM and AR produce the best accuracy with SVM as classifier. 
Candidate region re-identification (Test and Evaluate
Phase)
The goal of the proposed method is to detect as many text components as possible and it is difficult or impossible to recover the missed characters in the following steps. This lead to set the threshold of MSERs to its lowest value 1 which made it possible to capture most challenging cases. For each image in testing phase the first step of the text detection module is to extract Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) in order to obtain text-region candidates. The MSER algorithm depends only on the intensity of the image. Since the text in the image tends to have equal intensity, that means the output of this step are candidate regions containing at least one symbol. Figure ( 
Text localization
The character grouping module joins the detected characters into text regions -which may be words or text lines. This step is important to enable recognition of the actual words in an image, providing more meaningful information than just individual characters. It is also an essential step when using Optical character recognition (OCR) to recognize the words in largely connected text regions. One approach for merging individual text regions into words or text lines is to first find neighboring text regions and then form a bounding box around these regions. To find neighboring regions, the bounding boxes computed earlier, which are the result of the 
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, Precision p and recall r have been calculated. precision was defined as the ratio of correct estimated area to the whole detected region. A method has low precision if the number of text bounding rectangles is too large. Recall was defined as the ratio of the correct estimated area to the area of the ground truth regions.
Where area of a region refers to the number of pixels inside it. Methods obtaining low precision mean that the methods overestimated, while low recall means the methods under-estimated. Hence, the best match m(r;R) for a rectangle r in a set of rectangles R is defined as
∑ . ∈ (10) Where E are a set of the estimated boxes and T are the sets of target (ground truth) boxes, respectively. These two measures are combined into a single quality measure f with a weight. Tables 7 and 8 show the results obtained for each dataset. The training data on the ICDAR 2011 datasets were not applied for testing in experiments. Tables 7 and 8 show that the proposed method accomplished excellent performance on both datasets and the improvements are significant in terms of Precision, Recall, and F measure. The increased in terms of the proposed method is mainly due to the combinations of different types of features (HOG+ LBP +GLSM+AR).
Conclusion
In this paper a text detection and localization method is presented. The proposed method improved text detection using MSER through a re-identification step using classification models learnt from GLCM, LBP, HoG, Aspect Ratio and combinations of these features. The re-identification performances of SVM, MLP and RF classifiers are compared with regard to accuracy.
A combination of HOG+lbp+GLSM+AR gives the best accuracy followed by the combination of LBP+GSLM on tested data set.
The ICDAR2003,2011 dataset has been used as a benchmark in our experiments. After text pixel regions are confirmed, character grouping based on overlapping ratio of bounding boxes is employed to join pixel regions into word regions or text lines, enabling fast text recognition when using off-the-shelf OCR. As our future work, we aim to improve the feature selection method using deep learning, thus to find more discriminative features and achieve better robustness 
